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ValueCloud UKS is a natively EU-based managed container
orchestration offering, designed to provide a high-performance 
technological foundation for building and operating powerful 
business platforms. It puts a strong focus on governance & control, 
as well as european infrastructure providers.

Powered by Kubernetes Cluster API
Cluster API is a Kubernetes sub-project focused on providing
declarative APIs and tooling to simplify provisioning, upgrading,
and operating multiple Kubernetes clusters. Started by the
Kubernetes Special Interest Group (SIG) Cluster Lifecycle, the
Cluster API project uses Kubernetes-style APIs and patterns to
automate cluster lifecycle management for platform operators.
The supporting infrastructure, like virtual machines, networks,
load balancers, and VPCs, as well as the Kubernetes cluster
configuration are all defined in the same way that application
developers operate deploying and managing their workloads.
This enables consistent and repeatable cluster deployments
across a wide variety of infrastructure environments.

All things GitOps
GitOps is an operational framework that takes DevOps best
practices used for application development such as version
control, collaboration, compliance, and CI/CD tooling, and applies
them to infrastructure automation. GitOps is used to automate
the process of provisioning infrastructure. Similar to how teams
use application source code, operations teams that adopt GitOps
use configuration files stored as code (infrastructure as code).
GitOps configuration files generate the same infrastructure
environment every time it’s deployed, just as application source
code generates the same application binaries every time it’s
built.
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Powerful extensions
UKS comes with a set of powerful, market leading
open source tooling preinstalled and preconfigured.

Trusted infrastructure partner
The focus is on EU-based IaaS providers.
When compared to GKE, EKS and AKS,
UKS@EU-IaaS provides unseen cost
efficiency, data privacy and overcoming
technical provider dependencies.

IaaS-level security
All worker nodes are deployed into
dedicated provider-side networks with
software-defined firewalls and various
SSH-level hardening features.

Central administration console (Q1 2023)
UKS can be managed through a web console that
provides a high level of user experience and a set of
processes:
• Dynamic cluster sizing
• Horizontal node-level autoscaling
• Multi-provider / multi-zone management
• Release management (K8s & extensions)
• Backup & restore
• Cluster federations (optional)
• Multi-cluster abstraction (optional)
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Operating model flexibility
UKS offers a self-service operation model and 2 SLA/
pricing levels for the ‚managed‘ service options. For
extra security, customers can opt for a dedicated,
stand-alone high availability control plane.

Full hyperscaler compatibility
While the focus is on EU-based IaaS, UKS
provides the ability to be deployed to
GCP, AWS or Azure infrastructure to
ensure full compatibility & integration.
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